Supplies & Visual Instructions ~ Winter Joy Box
Crafts:

Extras:
Supplies Not Included

Create a Santa

Paint the Santa’s face with the foam brush within the lines.
Once the paint is dry, add the self-adhesive nose and glue on the
eyes. Cut two circles out of the pink construction paper and glue
them on as rosy cheeks. Cut thin strips along the bottom of the
white and gold construction paper (go up to about mid-way of
the paper). Then glue it on as Santa’s beard. After that, curl a few
strips by rolling the paper. Glue the red tissue paper above
Santa’s face to make his hat. Finally, add the silver adhesive
strip to trim the hat and add the white pompom to one side of
Santa’s hat.
Supplies: paper plate, foam brush, paint, red tissue paper, pink
construction paper, large cotton ball, silver adhesive strip,
scissors, glue, & googly eyes

Numbers Sheet
Create a Card

Pick either the snowman or tree for your card:
For the tree:
Cut the strips of paper. Glue them in descending order from
the bottom on the card. Add the gold star sticker to the top.
Tip: add stickers to the background or add dots of white
paint for snow.
For the snowman:
Color the snowman’s hat. Draw a face, and color some
buttons and a scarf. Cut out the snowman and hat and glue
them to the card. Add arms to finish your snowman.
Tip: add stickers to the background or add dots of white
paint for snow.

Play-dough Mat

Activities:

Decorate the Presents

Decorate the Presents

Supplies: Pencil & Washi Tape

Supplies: Pencil, Buttons, & Die

Supplies Needed From Home:
pencil
markers/crayons
glue
play-dough

scissors
stickers for card

Supplies Included:

Decorate the Stocking

Cover the circles with the dot
stickers. Supplies: Dot Stickers

Paper plate
large cotton ball
paint & foam brush
pink construction paper
googly eyes

Hot Chocolate &
Marshmallows
Supplies: Cotton Balls, & Die

red tissue paper
silver adhesive strip
blank card
envelope
white and gold construction paper
red glitter foam adhesive

washi tape
buttons/beads
dice
mini cotton balls
dot stickers
gold star sticker
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